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Topic Outline:
Students will have an opportunity to understand the steps-

involved in solving problems and will apply these steps to

problem situations.

Module Objective:
Introduction : Problem Solving 'Overview
Session One : What Is Problem Solving'
Session Two : Rating Your Problem Solving Skills

, 1

.3

9

Session Three: Problem Solving'Steps . 13

Session Four -: Problem Solving Steps 1.9

Session Five : Solving Problems in Groups 23

Session. Six Fact Finding 29

Sessibn Seven: Idea Finding 35

Session Eight: Solution Finding .* . 41

' Session Nine : Evaluating the Solution 45
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roblern So
verview

Most People solve problemg every day, wbeth9r they are stuilents, workers,.
or hoMemakets..1- Some problems are small and have simple solutions. Others are-

difficult and complicated for a number of reasons:
.

a) the problem itself ma1 be unclear
b) the problem may have many possible solutions
c) the problem may not have one "perfect" solution
d) theproblem's solution may cause other probleis
e) the best solutlion to a problem-may be impossible to carry out.

Because we are likely to face many different kinds of problems, we need to
learn to be flexible in our thinking. For example, figuring out how'toifixV
car engine is different from figuring out how )to get along with a grouchy
co-worker. Yet, the process of solving any problem involves four-basic steps:

41. fact finding
idea finding
solution finding
evaluating,

The fact,finding step-involves garhering.all facts and information that

. relate to the problem and defining the problem exactly. Surprisingly, this

step is often neglected. To get the problem solving prOcess off to a good
'start, the fact finding stage is a must.

The idea finding tep means thinking of-as many solutions as possible.
During this stage we can ask otheIrs for ideas as welt ak thinking of them

ourselves. By thinking carefully through the idea finding stage, we may be

able to improve or combine ideas to come up with a better soluvion.

The solution finding Step consists of d,eclding on one solution that seems
to solve the problem best and putting it into action. When deciding on a

solution, we have a chance to consider the advantages ana"diOadvantages of a

number of solutions before choosing one.

Evaluating the results of. the solution is also a very important step°in

solving problems. If the solution solved the.problem and did.not create any

new problems, the problem solving process is finished, If thesolution did not

4
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solve the problem, or if it caused new problems, we mubt decide if the solution
should be changed in ,any way. If the solution did-not work; the person heeds
to find' out why:

Was the problem deftned incorrectly?
Was a better idea for a solution overlooked?
Did thefsolutiontcause.some unexpected or unwanted
results?

Was- the 'solution put into action' incorrectly?
1 _

In other words, if the solution does not work, the problem solver must start the
process over again.

Workers face-several kinds of prOblems:

personafproblems between workers or workers
supervisors _

technical problems in doing A job in the most effective
way

- policy problems with the rules and regulations of ale
firm . .

4
and

-

work-hme problems in fitting together life 'an the job
with life at home.

The idea of having to face do many kinde of problems may seem discourag ng.
However, workers who have .good problem solving skills m4y view problems with
confidence. Developing problem solving skills requires practice. In this module
the steps of probfemsolving are explained and activities are'provided'fd practic-
ing-problem sol4Ang skills.

2 PROBLEM SOLVING
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TOPIC: What islblem Solving?

OBJECTIVE : By workingina group problem solving situation and
identifying differeqp problem solving situations in
their own lives,.stddents will deyelog an understanding'
of the meaning of problem solliing.

SURVIVAL SKILLS
EMPHASIZED;

.t

Knowing, your strengths and weaknesses
Using initiative t

FolPowing instructions
Basic writing, skills

IMPORTANCE: We solve problems in all aspects of our lives, Inodr work,
in our play, an in our relationships with other-piople.

Workers who have poor problem solving skills may actually
create problems for themselves when trying to-solve a
,problem. The activities in this session illustrate the
meaning of problem solving.

gt

MATERIALS AND One copy of Student Worksheet #1'- T: Puzzle-Solution for.

EQPIPMEtIT::eachgrOupoffivestudents
One T Puzzle gut from Cardboard for- each gro0 of five

students
Student Worksheet #2,- Identifying Problems and Solutions

Student Worksheet #3'- Problem Solving and Work

ACTIVITY : T Puzzle*

1. Divide the class into groups of five students. Give

one student in each group Student Worksheet #1 -

T Puzzle Solution. The worksheet is not to be shown

to the other group members at any time during the

activity .

*,Adapted from Communication Gaines, Kalen Kruper, The Free

Press, New York, 1973. Reprinted by special permission.

PR BLED SOLVING



2. Give each of the remaining group members one p fizzle_
piece. Each group should have all four pieces needed
to complete one puzzle.

3. Explain that each group must complete the puzzle as
quickly as possible, observing the,following rules:

Thq person who has the solution may not show it to
- the other group mdmbers.-

The person who has the solution may not touch any
of the puzzle pieces. .4

Allow about 10 minutes for groups tos4ame their puzzle's.

FOLLOW -UP: 1.- Explain that the activity .student eve just completed
involved p'roblem solving. e'following questions
to lead into a discussion of the meaning of problem
solving. *-d

4 . BROBLEM SOLVIG'

/

,

How did your group solve the problem?

Wfidt other methods could your-group have used?

Did your group have, difficulty solving fhe puzzle?

Did your group use methods different frbm the
methods of the other proups?

2. Askistudents to nam e different types of probleins.

Math problems

Pefsonal problems

Family problems

School problems,

Environmental problems

Unemployment problems

Fidancial problems

Health problems

,
116
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3. Suggest that problems' -have one "tking in` cpmmona
situation etists in which t RersOn is -not, ceiEtaitt
of what to do. troblem 4solving, therdfore, is the
process of deciding what tv1/4410 about a situation.

Problems mai be small, and they may be'solved
quickly. For example? -when platingagame of
checkers, deciding oil -each move 3s,2msuali-protlemr-----:-:-

Problems may be large and take years to solve, :Fat
le, thepiobleMv.of pollution cannot be solvwithout

without creating serious transportation.
economic, and other problems.

4. Ask - students to naine kinds of problems they mighthave
to solve in a work situation.

Personal problems getting along with others

Technical problems -- figuring out -how to do a job

Work-home problems -- fitting together the two parts
of your life, at home and on the job.

ACTIVITY: Identifying Problems and Solutions
t.,

.

. -
.

.

.-
.

1, Distribute Student Worksheet #2 r Identifying Problems
. and Solutions. Read:through the instructions given on

the worksheet with the students. Aow studenis about
-

10 minutes to write their rAggiipe.

! . . . .

2. After students have ranked their solutions, ask them to
Aare their best and poorest:solutions with_the class:

Why do you believe the solutions you ranked 5 was ,

theipoorest?

why do you believe the solution you ranked 1 was the
bet?

NFQ3LOW-UP: 1. -Ask students to read one of their problems to the class,'
and have.other students suggest solutions. Compare

I,
these suggested solutions with the solution actually

,

2. Assn out of class assignment, have students take
Student Worksheet j3 -'Problem Solving-and Work home.
Have them ask their parents or other working adults for
their definitions of problem' solving and how they apply

these deTinitions in their work.

PROBLEM SOLVING



Worksheet TPUzzle pciiution
is your task to 4give-instruati-ons to the'athei members nf ydur group

for assenibie T Puzzle which appea'rs below. Your *group ha's, all, of the
__pieces--. -to" the.,T ?Puzzle. The pieces to the "T Puzzle: are in shapes that correSpond :

to the lines on the T Puzzle below.. The other imembern- of.,Your group may riot
look at 'this sheet-. You may dot- touch any of the puzzle pieeek.

4

t

4,

PROBLEM SOLVING t
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Student Worksheet #2

i
..

-. . .

,
ou:aolve prOblems*every day of your life e/en though you are.not always

ware tha't yo4 a:resolving probldms., Think back.ovet the Pattweek and list
five problems you havelacedand the aglutionwou reached.

. .
.

. ,.....

..,.0 4,

Identifying Problems andSolutions

; PROBLEM.

1.

2 2.

3. 3.

wJ

soLtriimis,-/

4. 4.

5.

C

'RANKING OF
SOLUTIONS

A, After listing your problems and solutions, go baCk and rank your solutions
1 to 5, with 1 being the best solution and 5 being the-poorest one.

What else could have helped you find a better. solution?

is
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Student Worksheet #3 Problem Solving and Worlk
Ask one working adult to define -problem solving, and to explain how

problem solving is used in work sitdations. Use the following questionsas a
guide. Write the responses in the-space provided.

.

I. What is yOur definition of problem.solving?
,

fi

2. How do you apply your definition o problem solving-in your work?

.3. What kinds of problems are most common in your work? .

4. What, methods do youuse to, solve problems at work?

PROBLEM SOLVING
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SESSION TWO
TOPIC': Rating Your Problem Sal.ving Skills

Students will evalUate their problem solving skills.OBJECTIVE:

SURVIVAL SKILLS
EMPHASIZEa:

r

Understanding written information.
KnoWing your strengths and weaknesseS.
Basic reading, skills.

Locating information
Making independent decisions

IMPORTANCE: Problem solving is an organized, step-by-step process.
Yet, many people try to solve their problems by trial
and error. The first step 'in learning how to solve !

problems is to discover which skills need improving.
This session is designed to:help students get.a realistic
picture of their own prohIem.solving skills, so they can
improve the areas in whi6h they are weak.

MATERIALS AND Student Worksheet.#4 - Rating Your Problem Solving Skills
EC.TIPVIESIT:

ACTIVITY: 1. Ask students to share the information they have
collected on Student Worksheet #3. Have them compare
the definitions of problem solving.

Do you think the person. you asked has a good
definition of problem solving? Why or why. not?

What can you learn from this definition?

.How did the person apply problem solving to a work
situation?

What are some common problems in work situations?

PROBLEM SOLVING . 9



2. Pass. out Student Worksheet #4 Rating Your Problem
.Solving Skillet Go over the,instructions.with students
and allow them, 5 10 minutes to complete the :1

worksheet. -

FOLLOW -UP :_ Go.ovef the correct answers with students, one at a time,
discussing why the answer is true or false. On the answers

which are FALSE, ask'itudents to change the statementto
make it a true statement. Answers and explanations are

, below:
. e

(1) FALSE. People can develop their ability to solve
problem5 by learning and practice. Think of probfem

solving as being like a muscle. ThtiMore you use i ,

- the stronger it becomes:

(2) FALSE. Some problems have many good solutions. Some.

problems have no good solutions. Unfortunately, some-
times we have to choose between several "bad" solutions.

(3) FALSE. When solving a problem, the best approach is to
.think of as many solutions as possible before choosing.
one. The more ideas you think of, the more likely you
will be to think of a good one.

(4) TRUE. By putting a problem in the form of a question,
you clarify exactly what the problem is and give your-

self a springboard for thinking ofsolutions.

(5) TRIIE. In fact, not understanding the real problem is
often the biggest block to figuring out a solution..
For example, suppose you have a bad cough, Your real

problem may be that you have pneumonia. ,/On a.job,
suppose your.supervisor is constantly criticizing you.

Perhaps the real problem is that you, do not follow

instructions. Ask students to think of other .examples
where the problem may be hidden or unclear.

(6) FALSE. Whenever you can, take time to think about a

problem. You might just make more problems for your-
self by rushing into a solution before thinking through

the problem carefully. / , 0

(7) FALSE. The method of solving problems we will be

learning is meant to help you avoid errors whenever

possible. By considering many possible soiutions'Snd
figuring out the likely results of your solutions, you

can prevent many errors.

10 PROBLEM SOLVING 1c



(8) 1RUE, Allt 1. of many solutions, you may beTRUE -

able to comb ,, improve ahem, so you can think-
:ofthe best soluLion,possible. '

v,
' , ..

.(9) FALSE. After thinking of a solution, you must
1) put it into action and. 2) evaluate the results.
A sblution doesn't do any good if you keep .it inir..,
your bead and'don'l use it! But even this iiillkillii

.
, the last step, You must. evaluate' to'discover ON

.,

yoUr solution worked. If ydur solution did nli;i. woik',..

you need tp fipd gut why and.trST again, i)F

-%

(10) TRUE, RemeMb'er that other people may hayal)ad
experiences that' can help.,(0sAve your:6rOble0../
OfCourse, you must make yd)i:Own*lecisionh4t-by .-
asking otherrs, you can-make;A'ulTrO intelligent:*
decision.

,
4,.

(11) TRUE. Getting the facts is one of the first Atepb
ih solving a problem. Sometimeslyethink we know
more aboUt a problem than WesCtually know. That is,
we.asSume things, If we are*ong in what we assume,
we may_decide on a poor soiutiOn.

. r

(12) TRUE. pave you ever heard theexpressiory"Sleep on
. it"? Even while you, are $1.6ingomething else or when
you are sleeping, your Mindeps.wOrking on the
problem, Also, 'getting awaytrOm.n *ablem for a

7 while helps you come back toA,i,4Tth fresh4deas,

S.

(13),FALsgo: One of the steps in problem solving is to try
to figure out the results of your solutions. You may
be sucprised once' in a while, but a good problem
solver figures out' all pOssible results of a solution
ahead of time. . /

C ,

(14) FALSE. If you try to7.4think of onlvrpractical ideas,
*I.

you.may stop the flow of ideas befyte it gets started;
AlSo, some of your "impractical" ideai can be changed
to become your best solutions.

0 .

(15) TRUE. An important way of avoiding mistaked is thinking.
"If I.do this, then . . . .'t Think of a game of checkers
or chess. Each move in the game is a small exercise'in
problem solving. When deciding on a move, you have to
consider what move the other person will'm4ke as a
result of yours. When. solving a problem on.the job,
you mayneed to consider what effect your solution will
.have on your chances of getting a raise in pay or a
promotion or what effect the solution will have On
your co-workers.

PROBLEM SOLVING 11



Student Worksheet #4
Rating' Your Problem Solving Skill w

This is,a quiz to help. you rate your problem solving skills.. You will not
be graded. ,Circle eithet.T.(trUe) or F (false) for each of the following state-
MentSW-,1.

. 4 .:
..g

T F. 1. The ability to solve ,problems' is something you are born
you Aither havedit'or you don't.

T F 2. Every pToblem has one good Solution.
0

3. Wrheri solving a prqblem, I usually try mrlirst
.4

A
.kt zT F 4. The best approaCh-to a problem igetoipUt it in the form of a

,

question.

T F . 5. One thing that can make a problem more d. ficult to solveis not
understanding the problem.

T F 6. It is usually 'a good idea to try to.solift a problem as quickly as
possible. A

T F.. 7. Solving:problems mostly involves trial and error:

T F 8. When solving a problem,_I usually try to think of all'the ideas I
can beford choosing one,

T F Once you figure At a solution to a problem, you are finished
Solving your problem.

f, ,
I.

T F . 10: When I have a difficult problem to solve, I like to get other

I.
peoples ideas before making d decision:

T F' 11. When I have a problem, Itry to find , At as much as I can hbout
problem before trying eb solve it.

T F 12. If a person stops thinking about a problem for awhile, the mind,
keeps, on working on the problem.

T F 13. When I try to solve a problem, I am often surprised at the resu is
of the solution Ic hose.

F 14. When trying to solve,a problem, I try to make all my ideas as
practical as possible.

T F 15. When solving a problem; I usually try to figure out what the
results of my so1ution'will be.

`12 PROBLEM SOLVING
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SESSION THREE

'1WIC: Problem Solving Steps
,

OBJECTIVE: Students will becOme acquainted with the four steps in the
problem'solvAng.13roces6 and will' apply the fact finding.
stepra work s'ituation.

SURVI L
HASIZED:

Getting along with others .

knOwing your strengths and weaknesses
Knqwing what is .expected'
Knowing how to use job.equipment
Locating information
'Knowledge'of'Operating procedures
FolloWing instructions
Working without close .supervisiori

IMPORTANCE: Problem solving is a.step-by-stepprocesS. Leaving out
step can actually create problems. The first step involves
figuring out exactly what the problem is -and getting all
the "important facts. Although this may seem like an. ,

unnecessary step, it is.important becau is the basis .

for 'the rest of the process. Thilia Istrates
the importance of the fact tfi*, and g ves studenets
an .opportunity to piactice thliTitep of problem soliiing.1

MATERIALS AND Transparency #1 - Problem Solving Steps
EQUIPMENT: :Student Worksheet #5 - Rhonda's Problem

Student Worksheet 416 - Fact Finding
Overhead projector''

ACTIVITY: Problem Solving Steps

1.

- .

Project Transparency #1 - Problem Solving Steps.
Explain each step shown on the transparency.

The FACT FINDING step has two important parts:
(1) Stating the problem and (2) Getting the
relateefacts. This step is often left out,
making the problem even more difficult.

,

PROBLEM SOLVING 13:



14 PROBLEM)SOLVING

.Tile IDEA FINVING..step consists, of thinking of all
possible idea' for solVing the problem.. Sometimes
asking for ideas,froi others who:are, more experienced'
is helpful;

.

TheSOLUTION-FINDING step has two parts:. (1) detid-
ing On a solution, and (2) acting on the solution.
Deciding on absolution involves thinking of all
Possible results of your solution. Acting on you'r
solutionmeafis figuring out exactly how you; are going
tocarry butyour solution. : \

41
.

.

EVALUATTNG m5ansaSking yourself', 'Did my solution -

work?" If it Aidn't work,, the proc'es's starts over
again.

2. Distribut e Student. Worksheet it, - Rhonda's Profilem.
Have students answer theequestions. Use thaquestioas 2
on the worksheet to lead a discussion:

Rhonda seems to th? the prcitlem is that she has
been accused of ste ling and that she could).ose,
her job:

Students are likely to.see that Rhonda is probably
not being too realistic. The prohlemmay be that
Rhonda 1: .Amply not using the cash register
xorrectly. The point is that Rhonda has not
defined the problem correctly.

Some_possible questions are:

How can Rhonda keep her fob? \
.

How can Rhonda get her boss to See. her side of the
story?.

'e,

.

.

How can Rhonda learn t do her job correctly?

40jEmphasize the point that putting the problem in
question form can help give a clearer idea of how
to solve it.

3. Distribute Student Worksheet #6 - Fact Finding, and-
have students list all facts from the problem. Some

of the facts relating to this problem include the 4

following:
Wi

Job during Christmas holidays

Rhonda is a high-school senior

20
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tC

invalvesfpricing stock and helpIng.tO display
and sell merchandise

Maria-topez,was to orient Rhonda to'the job

Orientation was to- involve-loc#Cion of merchandise,
how to price it, and how to operate the cash
regIstelP

1 _..:.

Marla Lopez gave few instructions I

. -

Rhonda-overheard Salesperson talking to her bOss

SaleSpe;son taid:ftregister has nOtbalanced, Out

a since Rhonda started to work hers; (Clash.- -0,'

register may be over and not lust sh;#71- 40

\ i

Rhonda believes she is being accused of stealing

r!..-.

z:'. Have students decide whether each fact is.important or
unimportant to solving the prOiilem, igd have them check

'. () the proper column for each item. ,

FOLLOW-UP: 1. After completing Student Worksheet #6, have students
didcuss their responses. Some discussion questions
might be:

Does everyone agree to the ratings? Why? Why'not?,

.

Now that you have listed all information about the
problem, do yoq have any new thoughts relating to
'the problem?.

That facts is Rhondaignoring?

How cats the fabt finding step help worker a void

mistake; in solving problems?

NOTE: Student' Worksheet #5,will be needed for Session
Four.

I
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Problem;ransparency #1
..

Solving'Steps
'1, 1

J

it

SOLUTION.

FINDING

.4:
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Student Worksheet' #5 Rhonda's"Problem

List a 1. faCts relating to the probleffi situation:

- 4 1

t.

Fact Important'
Not

Impottant

2..

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Now-go back and circle the numbers of the three m t. important facts and the
three least important facts.

What you believe to be the three most important facts may differ from what
,others may think.

What facts is Rhonda ignoring?

23
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Student Worksheet #64Fact Finding
, 9. .

.
.

Rhonda,. a high
'

school senior, found a job during the Christmas holidays in-%
a variety store. Het job was to price stock'and help diaplay'and sell merchandise.
Rhonda's boss asked one of the more experienced salespeople, Maria Lopez, to.show
Rhonda the lestidn of merchandise, how to price it, and how tc operatW the cash

,..,

register. Because business wad especiall 'heavy, Maria had v iy lictle time to
spend ;elating Rhonda 'the prdcedures. onda managed to,figu d out most things
by her elf orby asking her co-worke . Rhonda is.enjoying her jog, although she
someEimfla gets frustrated when sh doesn't know how to do a task We'is giyen..

-She is also having a hard time getting to know her.ce-workers because the store.
,, , .'

is so busy. 7 . II . .

; .

)

on her stxth dayt. work Rhonda overheard one of the Other salespeople
. k

telling her boss.that lever since that girl started to'work the money in the
.cash.register'dgessnot balance with ,th4h register tape." Rhonda was.shocked.
She,felt she hailbeen accused of.stealing, Rhonda considers herself an hodest
peraon acid a good 'worker, especially since shelhas had to figure so many things
out for herself on this job. Now she is afraid she, will be fired for stealing

410 when she knows she is innocent.

1. What does Rhonda seem to think is the. problem?

A

2.. what do you think is the problem?

3. Write the p oblem in the form of a question. (Hint:
1by saying " ow can Rhonda. . . .?")

'18 PROBLEM SOLVING
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SESSION FOUR
7 .k

'Problein Solving Steps (Cohtinued),,t:
Idea FindingcZSolution Finding, and Evaluatling

. ;1 ), 411
=.

OIEREICTIVE: Students will understand the'ia,st three; steps in the.
problem solving process 10...;applyinK,them to a work

. situation. ,
_ I

a t
4

'SURVIVAL SKILLS
EMPHASIZED:

4

Working as a team member
Basic writing skills
Use of job equipment
Knowledge of operating. procedures
Following instructions.
Working under pressure

so

a

IMPORTANCE: When people try to solve problems,, they often reverse the
idea finding and the solution finding 'steps. That is,
they decide on a solution, and if it doesn't work, they
return to the idea'finding step. After the fact finding
step, ideas should be collected and examined. The. more
ideas,that are collected, the higher the chances are for
discovering a good solution. The solution finding step
involves deciding on one solution and putting it into
action. The last part of this step is especially important.
A solution may fail if it is not put into action thought-
fully and carefully. The evaluation tells the problem
solver whether the chosen solution worked. If the solution
did not work, the problem solver must figure out why, and
start all over.

MATERIALS AND Transparency #1 - Problem Solving Steps
EQUIPMENT: Student Worksheet #7 - Idea Finding

Student Worksheet #5 - Rhonda's Problem from SESSION THREE
Overhead projector

ACTIVITY: Problem Solx;ing Steps

1. Review the problem solving steps briefly, using
Transparency #1 - Problem Solving Steps.
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:4

Q.

a

2. Hand out Student Worksheet #7 - Idea Finding. Have
students imagine that Rhonda has come to them with
her 'problem. What ideas mfght they-give her for
Solving.her,Problem?41ave students-iorite their
responses in the firit column of the worksheet. Tell,

students to think of as many different ideas as
p'qssibie.StUdents.can,be assigned to work individually,
in pairs, or in,smallgroUrrOn,thii: Some ideas might
be: $-.

.

.4 Rhonda'Could..ask,her Supervisor fora' more thorough
-otiontation'to het job iikdirementb.

't
. j

.0 ,
o, Rionda cOuld

.

equest,mo're40, tructions..' f or t he
\,..,,.

r , .
corrett:use of '.the cash regiSter..4, - .,*

,

I

,' ' L A tnr, t 1-'''':Rhonda could qu t i* oo.bo.. .

-,_

4v-
/

' or . -,Rho hda cOuld tell-the hoss
,..,

she didn't steal money
from the register.

, o

Rhonda could ask her Supervisor questions concern-
.7-

ing the operation of the cash register.

..

.f 3. Have students.share their ideas with the entire class.
Have the class think of good points-and bad points for
each idea and have students write them in the space
provided.

4. Ask the class to decide on one solution, by discussing
the good points and bad-points of each one. The

instructor gay wish to write the ideas on the chalk-
-board.'

Why is this the best solution? 1

What could-happen if this Ldea were used?
what effect might the sqlution have on Rhonda?
What effect might the solution have on the problem?
what effect might the solution have on Rhonda's
boss? On her,Supervisor?

5. Explain that the class has now finished with the idea
finding step and has begun the solution finding step.
Project Transparency #1 and point out that students
have just decided anc are 'ready for the action part of
solution finding. /,

6. Explain that the act2on part of the sclution finding
step means deciding exactly how, to put the solution

into action. Things to consider when planning action

are:

20 PROBLEk SOLVING
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Will Rhonda need to make an appointment to talk
with her boss or Supervisor?.

Exactly what will Rlionda

What 'attitude should Rhonda show toward her
.Supervisor or boss?

A

. Ask' for several volunteers to demonstrate good and
bad ways that Rhonda could act on the solution. One.
good way might be to approach the person calmly,
beginning "I have .a problem I need to discuss with
you." A bad way might be to ,approach the person:
angrily.

Have students vote on whether each solution. demonstrated
actually solved the problem. Explain that this is the
EVALUATION step. Evaluating includes asking

Did my chosen sorution'work?,

Did my solution cause any problems- I now need to solve?
What can I learn from the problem and the way I decided
to Solve it?

FOLLOW-UP: Review the problem solving seeps,' refer pig to Transparency
#1.. 'Ask students to name exactly what class did in
each step while Wocking on Rhondes pr em.

-
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Ideas

f

t.

Good Points of the Idea Bad Points of the Idea
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TOPIC: Solving Problems in Groups

OBJECTIVE: By solving the Jeps and Lings.problem in a group setting,
students will become aware of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of solving problems in aa groUp.

SURVIVAI. SKILLS
EMPHAS ED

a

Getting along with others:
Working-as a team member
Making 'independent. ecisiOns
Basic arithmetic skills
Managing time. efficiently_
Knowing,14hat is expected'

IMPORTANCE: Many problems .n the job involve groups of people, who must
all cooperate to solve,theloroblem. If each group member
participates in all the problem solving.eteps, the group
can work on the problem efficiently. Any member who does

knot participate interferes with the group, making it
difficult or iippossible to solve the problem. This session
is designed to demonstrate the importance of every member
in a group contributing to theproblem solving process.

MATERIALS AND
EQUIPMENT:

Student Worksheet #8 - Jeps an Lings Instruction Sheet
One set of the Jeps.and Lings In rmation Slips for each'.
group of six students, cut alo the dotted lines
Transparency #1 - Problem Solving Steps
Overhead projector

\-/-1"-
ACTIVITY: 1. Explain to the students that they are going to

participat in an experiment in group problem
polving. D vide the Class into groups of six
students. (Extra students can be assigned ro
be observers. Have them identify the problem
solving steps as they occur in the groups.)

2. Distribute Student Wilrksheet #8 - Jep s and Lings
Instruction Sheet, and go over the Instructions

with students. Project Transparency #1, sostUdents
may refer it.

39
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3. Give each of the six students each of the groups
one the*Information Slips.

4. Give Silldents about 10-15 minutes to work on. the
.prablem: If a group gives you an incorrect answer,
tell, the group to start over on the problem.
(Ansier: 4 purrs)

FOLLOWUP: 1. Have students identify exactly what they did duringl
each'step in the problem solving process:

24 PROBLEM SOLVING
o

Fact finding

(1) The problem was def,ined:on tile worksheet
.(2) All group share the inforMit-

tibilon their s s with the group

Idea finding .-exactly how chid 'the,group go
solVing the problem?

about

Solution finding

(1) Which idea did group members decide to use to
;approach thy. problem?

.(2) How was the solution put into action? °

Evaluating - The solutfon was checked with ehe
teacher. What happened,if the solution was in-.
correct?

. Use the following questions to discuss the group
problem solving activity:

Did you liy.e working in the group? Why'Or why not ?

Do you thilrk you'.coU10 have solved.the problem more
easily working by yourself if you had d-all 74ba!infor,
mation?

Did4all group members contribute to solving the
problem?.

.

What would have happened if one person had refuSed
to share information with the group?

Did your group have any difficulty working
to solve the problem?

-4

together

<4.



..Which7problem solving step seemed the most
difficUlt for your group? Why was this step....

difficult?

Why is it'important.fok Workers-to cooperate and
help each other when solving problems?
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Student Worksheet #8
JepS and: Lings Instruction Sheet

Pretend that your group'is_using airew money system.. Instead o
.dollars and cents, the new system uses,jeps, lingS, and pums.

you'will each be given a slip that has information tba' 11 help your
group to solve the problem. You may tell -the. other grou members the inforMe7
tion On your slip. But you may not shoW your slip to-Anybody.

Sing'

The task of your group'is to figure out how many pums the group has left.-:
Remember to follow the problemrsolving stepS on the overhead projectOr.

,When you believe your grouhaS the correct answer, check it with your
teacher.

(

33
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We teceived thKee Jeps

J

As'

A jep is 8 lings.

b

We found 4 pums,,

We spOnt 20 lings

A ling is 5.pums

,41

We lost 4 lings

4

3;
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SESSION SIX
TOPIC: Fact Finding

OBJECTIVE: By analyzing a work situation, students will understand
the importance of stating the problem and getting all the
important facts.

e.

SURVIVAL SKILLS
EMPHASIZED:

Making independent decisions
Knowing what is expected.
Basic writing skills
Working under pressure
Following instructions

, IMPORTANCE : Workers can be more effective when' trying to solve problems
% by first learning asmuch as they can'about their problems.

Although this may deem like an extra or unnecessary step,
workers can actually save time and energy by becoming
familiar with a problem before trying to Solve-it. The
fact finding step can lead to ideas for solving-a problem.
This session gives students an opportunity to practice the
fact finding step of probleth

MATERIALS AND Transparency 4 #2 - Hints far Fact Finding
EQUIPMENT: Student Worksheet 49 - The Tardy Emftloyee

Student Worksheet #10 -(Hints for Fact Finding
Overhead projector

r
. .. .

, .ACTIVITY: . Project Transparency #2 Hins'for Fact Finding, and
efreview the fact finding ste with students.

.

.

2. Distribute Student Worksheet #9 - The Tardy Employee.
Have students underline All the important facisthat
relate to the problem in this case. Then ask them to
,state their responses aloud, telling how each face is
important in solving the pioblem.

Jane scored very.well on the placement tests given
her. (She seems to have. the makings of a good
employee.) '
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One of-her strongeqt pointe 1as her Abiiity to deal-
difficUlt customers. -(This.-is a big asset in-

her.job)

saw her as: tactful and'ConrteoUsHand,felttbese'.-
.:were:IV04.tant characteristics for the person who

. filled the job. (Jane seems to be the right PersOn
for the jobs)

-

Jane is a fast learner.. ,(She has many assets--it
would be a shameto lose her.)

After a month, Paul checked timesheetsand found she
had a tardiness probltm; ,(Paul has just recently.
tecome aware of the ptoblem.)

Paul did not confront he on tw previous instances .

.' whin he saw her` walk.in late. (Paul had hoped the
problem would take care of itself.)

In her first month at:work, she was tardy five times.
(The tardiness is'not just a one -time dccurrence.

The following w4ek.paul called Jane into lis offi
(Paul tried tp deal' with the problem.)

He told, her the tardiness was unacceptable.
knows where he stands on tardiness.)

(Jane .1

She replied that her husband had to be to work by 8
and she had to drop the baby off at the day care

.-center. (Jane has whn she considers an acceptable
excuse.) ;

Jane doesn't think it should matter that'she,is late
as long as she doeS her job., (Jane's opinion din-
agrees with - Paul's.)

Paul.feels tardiness affectsgthe efficiency and morale/
of the entire department. (Paul sees the problerins"
involving,the whole department, not just.oneemployee.),

3. Distribute Student Worksheet #10 - Hints for Fact Finding,
and.have the students complete it.,

FOLLOW-UP: 1. Ask students to share e problems .they have written
in the form of quest; s. You may wish to write-these
on a blank transparen Some possible questions
might be: II
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w

How can Paul Richards be fltir to ail employees when.
dealing with tardiness problemA?

How can Jane improve her punctuality?

iv Houi Can Paid_ convince Jane that being, on 'time to

work is -important? .

How-can.Jaue and Paul agree on a way of dealing with
her tardiness?

1-2. Have students choose the questiont ga t ;"est sums up the
problem. Write the question on Transpaeincly #2,

.

3. Have students share their to the fact finding:
questions, WHO, WHAT, WHERE, , and HOW:

WHO - Jane, Pauloand the 29 department' employees
WHAT.- Jane.his developed a pattern of tardiness
WHERE - in the department where Jane works
WHEN Several mornIngs last month
WHY Jane has ndt esponded to Paul's efforts to

solve,the problem.

NOTE: The instructor may wish to distribute' Student
Worksheet #11 - The Customer Service Desk at
the end of this session. Students may be
assigned to complete the worksheet before coming
to class. This will giver students an opportunity
to review and practice the fact finding Step and
prepare them for idea finding.

a

vvo 4.
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tident Worksheet #10
rency #2 Hinti for Fact Finding

Put the problem in the form of aQUESTION:

How can. .

4
2. Examine all the facts that might be related to the problem:

WHO is "involved

WHAT4s happening

WHERE is the problem

WHEN does the problem occur

. .14

;1111Y has it become a problem-
..

I

c

3. After examining the facts, you may see the problem differently. Go

low

back and pee if your QUESTION really "zeroes in" on.the real problem.

If not, change
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ente Worksheet #9 The 'Tardy Employee"

Case Study: They Tardy Employee

Paul Richards is in charge of 30 service representatives for NorthWestern
Telephone Company. Four weeks 40 he hired Jane Nelson to replace an.emplpyee

who had retired. Jane-is 24 years old and scored well on the placement. ests.-
Although she hadn't worked since the birth of her child, her -references .from
the job she. held froa the time she graduated from high school until that time

.were.excellent: She had worked in the credit office of a local department store.
One of the strong points her former supervisor had identifiedWas Jane's ability

in dealing with difficult customers. This was-one of the reasons Paul had

decided to:hire her. He believed that tact and courtesTare important characterft-
4stics for service representatives who often had to deal with complaints frog

dissatisfied and sometimes angry customers: . -

Jane had learned department procedures much faster than mOst.new employees. 'In

:fact, Paul made a,point of telling her how well he;thought she was doing after

only one week. She just seemed to have a natural ability for calming even th,
most irate customer. However, at the end, of the 'month when he checked' the time-

,sleets; Paul realized'Jane seemed to be deveroping a serious tardiness pattern.

He had noticed her coping in late twice buthadn't:satd anything: Generally,*
with new employees,' walking in late in frost of 29 people who are busy at.thdir

desks was. embarrassing enoughto keep it from happening again. With Jana it

hadn't worked, in her first month she had been tardy 5times.

The following. Monday Paul called Jane into his office. He explained that, al-

though her work was excellent, her tardiness was becoming serious and would have

.to stop. She replied that her husband had to be at work by 8 and she had to drop

their son at the daycare center. Sometimes she just couldn't help being a few

minutes fate. As long as she did her job well and complIted her work, she didn't

see why just a few minutes really made much difference. Paul tried to explain.

that he expected everyone to be on time, in spite of difficult persona], situations.

Paul believes that tardiness affects the morale and efficiency of the entire

depaitment. He also feels that overlooking-one employee's tardiness is unfair to

the rest of the employer.r
11
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SalQN SEVEN
TOPIC: Idea Finding

OBJECTIVE:- After 'applying the idea finding step toe 'case s hatiod,

`1777;
students will understand the importance ofgene sting and. ,

considering as many,ideas as possible when solvin a

prOblem.

SURVIVAI/S/ILLS
(EMPHASIZED:

. IMPORTANCE

Getting along with, others
Working under pressure
Managing time efficiently -

Using imagination
Knowing what is expected:
owledge of operatingiirocedures
orkipg without close supervision
Adjusting to work:situations

When.tryihg,to solve a probleth we may limit our ideas by
judging them too quickly. Sometimes our most "far out"
ideas can prove to be the most useful. .Idea finding also
means combining and improving ideas. zhe more ideas we
explore, the Whore likely we are to comp with a good one:
In this sesgion students will practice the idea finding
process and review the fact findJng step of problem
solving. "Y.

MATERIALS AND. Student Worksheet #11 - The-Cu tomer Service Desk
EQUIPMENT: Student Worksheet #12 - Exsmining Ideas

Transparency #3 - Examini Ideas
Overhead Projector

ACTIVITY:
,,

1. Briefly review students' responses on Student Worksheet
#11 -.The Customer,Service peok and choose one question
that best summarizes the problem in the case study:

'41) A possible question is: "How can service to customers
be improved during the late afternoon hours at the-
customer service desk?"
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FOLLOW- UP :

WHO is involved? Mike, Mr6.
floor mahagerAnd customers.

WHAT,is happening? Customers hav7 to
for service. 40:

WHERE - On the fifthh floor, at the customer. service
desk. .

WHEN does,the prob em occur?-,-During late afternobn;
hours, ands' aft r closing time.

WHY has At.becpMe:a problem? ThejnconvgnAnce is
causing customers and employees complain..

Conduct a brainstorming session either with the entire.
class, or in smaller grouPS Of.fOur4r-Iive students

.

each.' Remind students to express.ali their ideas for
soll'fing the oblem, even.the amusing or "far our" ones.

After &rainstorming, ask stuaents if they cancOmbine
or-itiproVe any of their ideas. .Then have students
ChooSe three ideas to examine further.

36 PROBLEM SOLVING

Digtribute Student Worksheet #12 - Examining Ideas..
Have students think of at least one good point and one
bad point for each idea. A sample worksheet is provided
for the instructor(

Using Transparency #3 - Examining Ideas, write down
all the good and bad points students thought of for
each idea examined..

A) Did other students think of good and bad points you
didn't?

Dfrihe ideas seem better o Orse.after'yOu examined
them?

'4) How can examining yOur ideas help you come to a tbetter
solution?'

NOTE: The instructor may wsh to distribute Student
Workieet #13 - Agnes and'Betsy at the end of
this ssion. Students may be 'assigned to com-,
plete the worksheet before coming to class.
This will:give students an opportunity to re-
view the fact,iindini and idea finding steps.-'of
problem solving,
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Student Worksheet # 11
The Customer Service Desk

Case Study: The Customer Service Desk
4

.Mike works at thecustomer service desk on'the fifth floor .of a large department
Store. .His,job includga:four main responsibilities:

.

1) answering custbmer's questions'
'2) giving directions for fading department's on all five iloOrs of the:store
3) checking packages for customers
4Ygelling tickets to entertainment events in the city.

/ -' 1

Mike works with Mr
%.

A
s. Johnson,' who is responsible for the customer service an

Mail,order departments, Because she is busy answering the telephone and carrying
out her'other dutiers. Johnson is seldom near the'customer service desk.
Since the late afternoon is a very busy time fofMike,customers must stand in
line, to buy tickets and pitk up theirpackages.

Today MrSr.-Hall, a long-time customer of the store, complained tO,Mrs. Johnson
that she misSed, her ride home because she had,to wait in line so loniLto pick up_pi
a padkage, Mts. Hall also complained' that Mike was short - tempered and discOur-
teouS:ro her. The fifth-floor manager is complaining because customers alfe kept

i waiting as long a 20 minutes after the store closes and he,-is getting tired of
routing', the late sh Pets through the store to the exit and-opening and irking
the door several times each eveningpi4

1. Underline all theimportant facts'."

2. What is the problem here?

3. Examine'the facts:

WHO is invollied?

WHAT is happening?

WHERE is the problem?

WHEN does the problem occur?
)

WHY has the situation become 'a problem?
4

Now that ou,have looked at the facts, can you state the pfoblem better?

(In the fo of a question.)

4,?
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Student t #12 Expaining Ideas
Write down the three ideas chosen by the class for solving the CustomerService
Desk problem. Then think of at least one good point and one bad point for each
idea. Write the good and bad points beloW each idea.

Idea:

Good Points,of Idea Bad Points of Idea

Idea:

Good Points of Idea

7,

Bad Points of Idea

Idea:

Good Points of Idea Bad Points of Idea,
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Transparency #3 Explaining Ideas

Idea: Close Customer Service desk 1/2 hour earlier

Good Points of Idea

Customers out of store by
closing time

2. No hassle for fifth floor
manager

1 Bad Points of Idea

1. Inconvenience to customers

2. Does not solve the problem of
customers waiting in line

Idea: Hire a person to help Mike in the afternoons,

1. B4t.er service to customers

2. Decrease in`Mike's work load

3. Speeds' up service ..to customers

1. Cctsts money to pay another persoA

Idea: Mts. Johnson could help Mike during busy hours

1. getter service to customers

2. Mrs. Johnson could supervise
Mike during this time

3.f Speedier service to customers

1. Mrs. Johnson would be taken away
From other duties

4,
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SESSION IGHT
TOPIC Solution Binding

OBJECTIVE:

SURVIVAL SKILLS
EMPHASIZED:

LI

By, applying the solution finding step to a work situation,

studentsmill understand the advantages of choosing a
solution from several alternatives and the importance of

planning action when implementing a solution.

Aavihg specialized training
Working as a team member
Knowing what is expected
tlorking without close supervision
Managing time efficiently
Getting along with others

41

IMPORTANCE The solution finding step :involves deciding on a solution

and putting the solution into.actionl,The solution finding

step requires careful thought and .4Eftion. Paying special

_attention to planning the action can help assure the

problem solver that the solution beisuccessful. Even

a gbod solution can fail if it'is put into action carelessly.

MATERIALS AND
Student Worksheet #13 - Agnes and Betsy

EQUIPMEN

ACTIVITY:

,Sent WOrksheet #12 - Examining Ideas (from SESSION SEVEN)

Ovarhead projector
Blank Transparency

L. Briefly go over students' responses to Student Worksheet

413 - Agnes and Betsy, (The question that best sums up

the problem is (a) because it includes.both Agnes and

Betsy as parts of the problem.): Ask students to share

their ideas for solVing the problem andto share the

good points and bad points about each idea. Have students

decide on one, idea. They may wish to combine tWo or more

ideas.

2.' Ask students to suggest exactly how "they could put the

idea into action. .
Use a blank transparency to record

their suggestions. That. is, what steps should the office
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manager take, to put the solution fnto action? For
, instance, suppose the solutionewas for the office
manager to talk to Agnes about herbehavio-r. Wfiep
should the office manager do this? Exactly what
woad the officepanager say? What cautions should
the office manager observe? What might go wronfi, and
how can it be avoided?

FOLLOW-UP: 1. Have volunteers role play a "wrong" way to put the
chosen solution into action.

Why is it important, to plan the action you will
take?

How can workers avoid creating problems by planning
their action on the splutioncarefully?

2. Havevolunteers role play a "right" way of putting the
chosen solution into action.
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Student Worksheet #13 Agnes and Betsy
Case Study: Agnes and Betsy

You are the office manager at Idex Corporations. One of your main duties is to

supervise the office workers.' Your biggest problem right now is with Agnes, who

has worked for Idex for twelve years. She was hired by the man who is now"the

Vice President of Idex, and they are good friends.

You recently hired Betsy, who is an excellent executive secretary. Betsy has

already started having trouble with'Agnes. You are not surprised about this,

because the last three persons who were hired to fill Betsy's position eventu-

ally resigned because of Agnes. Agnes is extremely nosy and tries to boss

everyone, including Betsy. Agnes tells Betsy how to do every little detail,

letting her own work get behind. Agnes used to be responsible for supervising

the office staff when the company was smaller, but she no longer has this

responsibility. She answers the telephone'and listens to the conversations of

the other. employees.

AktYou have discussed firing her with th .V ice President, but since she is a good

friend of the V.P.,and he originally hired her, he is not willing to allow her

to be fired. She is a widow and must support her two children, so she needs

the work.

Agnes receives a much higher salary than Betsy but does much less work. Oetsy

is more qualified than Agnes and has a much larger'work load. Agnes Also has

keys to all the offices, and you caught-her in your desk one day when you

returned to the office unexpectedly. Agnes does, however, have excellent typing

skills and is pleasant and friendly to the public.

Betsy is threatening to leave if this situation is not corrected. Since she is

esuch an excellent worker and you have already lost' three employees, you want to

keep her if at all.possible.

'1. Circle the question you think sums up the problem best:

(a) How can the office manager help Agnes and. Betsy get alo CHI ch other?

(b) .How can the office manager get rid of Agnes?

(c) How can the office manager keep Betsy from quitting?

2. The related facts:

WHO is involved? 6
WHAT is happening?
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WHERE is the Problem? ,

WHEN clops the problem occur?

.. WHY has it become a problem?

3. Ideas for solving the problem:

f
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SESSION NINE
TOPIC: Evaluating the Solution

OBJECTIVE: After applying the evaluating step to a problem situation,
students will understand the importance of evaluating the
results of a solution when solving a problem.

SURVIVAL SKILLS
EMPHASIZED::

Getting along with others
Worlting aa a team member
Knowing your strengths and weaknesses
Knowing what is expected
Managing time efficiently
Working under pressure

I

IMPORTANCE: Problem solving is not complete,until the results of the
solution are evaluated. Evaluation is important because
it giyes us information about how well a solution worked.
It also tells us whether we need to take further acOm
When one solution does not work we may need to go back
the fact finding step to discover' whether:we have over-
looked an important fact or defined the problei incrrectly.
We may discover that our solutions caused problemOt*v did
not expect. EvalUation-helps us learn from out -,mikes
and failures as well as from our successes.

MATERIALS-AND Student Worksheet #14 - A problem Between Friends

EQUIPMENT: Transparency #4 - Evaluating a Solution
Overhead projector

ACTIVITY.: 1. Hand out Student Worksheet //14 - A Problem Between
Fries edds, and have students read the case. Point out

that in this situation Janhas tried to solve the
problem. At first she thou& her solution' worked,
but later she found that it hadn't.

2. Briefly review the related facts:

Jan and Tim are best friends and have known each
other since kindergarten.

49
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3.

As Jan took an order, she saw Tim take the tip 'from
the table next to hers and put it in.his pocket.

The policy was for all waiters and waitresses to
collect their own tips and turn them into the office.

The tips were recorded, deductions made,and the
employees each received a share as part of their
weekly paychecks.

.-Gloria told Jan that three group;$ did not leave her
any tip.

Jan knew what was hapf.ening and confropted Tim.

He finally admitted that he'had been taking tips.

He thanked. Jan foi not telling Mr. Alberts and promised
not to do it again.

' Jan agreed to forget the incident.

A week later, several waiters and waitresses were
complaining bout being short on tips.

Explain. that sometimen Pn good solutions of problems
3o not 4011,A ip 'thy evaluation Is an important
.'tep,in solving a problem. a.

4. Project Transparency #4 - Evaluating a Solution. Ask
students to answer the question aloud.

FOLLOW-UP:, 1. Explain that now Jan starts the problem solving process
over again. This tiqp she has one new fact: Tim did
not keep his promise to stop taking the tips.

2. ,Ask students for ideas for solving the new problem.
Three possible solutions are:

I
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TTalk to Tim alone
Talk to Tim and'Mr., Alberts together.
tfave a meeting with 'Min, Mr. Alberts,
other employees.

and the

Have students decide on a plan of action,
exactly what Jan might do and say.
of action for the Ikfst'solutiOn:

Tell Tim how disappoi ced you are
to his promise.

1

outlining
A.'"possible plan

that he didn't stick



r.
,f:Tell hiM you do not want to lose him as a friend,

but that he is hurk g you and the other employees
by decreasing the amount of money you are earning.
Point out that he is also affecting his on future'.

Tell him you feel you will be forced to talk to
Mr. Alberts and tell him what is happening if things
continue as they are.

4. Have volunteers role play t'he new solution and have the
class evaluate the results, using the guidelines on
Transparency #4.

4
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Student Woiksheet #14 A Problem Between Friends
Case Study: A Problem Between Friends

Jan Gray and Tim Moore have been friends since they were in kindergarten when the
Grays-became the Moores' next door neighbors. Both Jan and Tim will be attending.
Gilford College in the fall,so.their friendship is likely to continue. It was
also Tim who intrqduced Jan to her steady boyfirend, Tim's best friend, Mike
Alexander.

During the spring, Tim istarted working as a busperson at one of the nicest
restaurants id town. He mentioned a number of times what a nice-place it was' to
Wurk and how much he was able.to save for college because of the excellent tips.
Tim knew that Jan wanted a job for the summer, so when he heard that Mr. Alberts,
the manager, was'accepting applications for summer help, he suggested that Jan
apply as soon as possible. Because she applied early, Jan was.hiredand started
working part -time. and weekends as a waitress even before graduation.

Besides being able to save some money, Jan really enjoyed her job. The job was
very different from anything else she had ever done. She enjoyed constantly
meeting new people and the challenge of providing the best service she could.
Mr. Alberts stressed the importance of teamwork and how"each employee affected
everyone else. Jan could clearly see what he meant. She was impressed by how
cooperative and helpful everyone was. Being new, she especially appreciated the
other employees! helpful suggestions and the way they occasionally gave her extra
help if she was having.problems organizing things.

About a month aftei Jan started, both she and Tim were scheduled to work the
Saturday evening shift. fact, hers was one ofthe stations Tim was assigned
to buS`. AS'she was taking an order, sharnoticed that as Tim. was clearing the
table text to her, he picked up the tip and stuffed it into his pocket. The
Tolicy was for waiters and waitresses to ,collect their own tips and turn them
into the office. The tips were recorded, deductions were made, and then each
person. received a share as part of the weekly paycheck. At first Jan.thought
Tim must just be trying to clear the table as quickly as possible because it was
Sobusy andthat he planned to give.the money to Gloria when he was finished.
It was awfully busy so she didn't have time to give' it much further thought--at

.

least not until much later that evening when she and Gloria were figuring their'
tickets and tips/

,-,
"Boy,:" sighed Gloria, "some people really have nerve!-. I had three groupswho
didn'A leave me one red cent':. ICwouldn!t riake me mad if I hadn't giverrthem

.,,-,good service, but I did."

"That's a rotten thing to have happen.

"YOu:ought to be, it affects all of us."
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'"It does,, I hadn't thought about it that way."

It didn't take long to figure th .at Tim must be pocketing tips on a regular basis.
Because they were such -good frieEls, she felt she had to ask him about it. At

first he d4dn't aay ahing, but finally he admitted that was exactly what he
ha0 been doing.

"Listen, Jan, j appreciate your 'concern that I'll get myself into. big trophie.

I'm glad'you talked to me first.and didn't go to'Mr. Alberts. It won't(fiappen

again. I won't put you on the spot again. Let's just fprget about7i't. . OK?"

That was fine with Jan, and she did just that. Then, about azweek later they
were scheduled to work together again. Though Jan didn't nof.ice anything
unusual, at closing several of the waiters and waitresseercomplained. about being
shoit on tips. They weren't just complaining about customers, they were begin-
ning to suspedt that "someone" was taking their hard-tamed money.

t
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Tiansparency #4 Evaluating a Solution

1. Did the solution solve the problem? If not, why not?

. a

2. Did the solution create any new.yroblems? If so, what are they?

3. What steps need to be taken row, to solve the new problem?
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urces for Teachers
BOOKS, ARTICLES; AND ACTIVITIES --°-

Gibb C..Glenhdine, fteative Ao6tem Sotvtng, Pha.minefty Edtt4On,:Texas
University Research and Development Center for' Teacher. Education; Austin

- .- :

T 1970'. ,

.

. --

Mains three modules designed to teath-Oreative4rObleM'solVing..

The modules are entitled (1) application of deferred jNsment, (2)

recognizing the .real problem, and (3) developing the solltion. In =torts
guides for all, modules are included with the student workbook for the third
nodule. For each module goalg are stated,-operational objectives are pe- '. a

fined, and teaching procedures are outlined in terms ofi desired learning
outcomes, instructor ishavior, dhd student behavior. StuOents'are given
practice in problem reaefinition, brainstoming, generating and evaluating
solurpons, and overcoming mental sets.

How to Ube Vault. ImaginationThe On) Gneative Pnoaem Skving, a scripto-
graphic booklet, Channing Z. Bete do., inc., Greenfield, Mass., 1977.

One of :a series of Aix illustrated booklets for use in values educaT

tion. Emphasizes the need for imagination when solving problems, and
outlines the step-W.:step process of,problem solving.

Koberg, Don, and Basilan., Jim, The Uhiveume Titayetekolit-Sy4tem4 Guide te:

Cneativity, Ptobtem Sotving and the 1?noce44 Deeign, William Kiufmapn

Inc., Los Altos, California, 1974. -

An imaginatively written and illustrat'ed book which looks upon problem

solving as a journey. The authors believe that ail.problems can benefit ,

froM the same logical and orderly process. They translate the language of,
cybernetics,into a,conversational approach to creativity, problem solving

and design.

Maynard, Fredrlle, "Solve Your Problem the Expert'sWay,". Regade.h. 4 Digeot, July.

1976,.' pp. 96-99%
Describes and, Illustrates six problem7solving strategies, including

(1) reversal, (2) redefinition, (3) planhing for results, (4) breaking

routines, (5) brainstorming, and .(6) making a., minus. a plus.

.AUDIO VISUAL RESOURCES
411

Jo6 :Hundeihj. Det4y PLobtem, available from the Audio Visual
ServiOe,.UniVersitY'of Illinois, Urbana, lb 61801. Request firm number

44402: . (11 minutes) ' .

Three experienced workers, an'x-ray
A
technician, a restaurant manager,

and anequiment supervisor for a constructi4 company, illustrate hOw'moat'
.
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., . . .

an671
ved logically, through consattnicatfon. and comproinis-e..: _

practica suggestions tp co-workeilt whO discover an effective

resolve 'conflicts-- identify the problem; *think about it, and talk

t it: A'1976 production.'

Oktiatt oi (1/04.1t, On the 'Job Educational ResourCes.DiviSion, Edu

Deaigh Inci:-.. .

Consists iit 14 lesson tapes and 6 'discussion ape-S. The course,

presents problems .encounregad' by .employees during . their first :,few weeks

on a new job.: Also includes student record booklets.. Sithatfons are
preserited ih 'an informal, conversational manner through narration and :

dialogue. .Each.lesson tape includes lesson queetions and review:questions
to which the'stUdent.must respond by writing in an aaswei booklet. Tapes
may be studied individually or in a grim') and taken in any order.. Topics
covered includeNew on the Job, Dealing With Supervisor, The Rules of the
Game, Moving Up or/ Out-Ispecific situations cite needling and new man on

the Sob, bow to handle a_talkative co-worker : getting help and inforthation:a

etc.
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